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ABSTRACT

Since the beginning of the COVID19 pandemic, there has been a lack of data to quantify the role played by breathing-out of pathogens in
the spread of SARS-Cov-2 despite sufficient indication of its culpability. This work aims to establish the role of aerosol dispersion of SARS-
Cov-2 virus and similar airborne pathogens on the spread of the disease in enclosed spaces. A steady-state fluid solver is used to simulate the
air flow field, which is then used to compute the dispersion of SARS-Cov-2 and spatial probability distribution of infection inside two repre-
sentative classrooms. In particular, the dependence of the turbulent diffusivity of the passive scalar on the air changes per hour and the num-
ber of inlet ducts has been given due consideration. By mimicking the presence of several humans in an enclosed space with a time-periodic
inhalation–exhalation cycle, this study firmly establishes breathing as a major contributor in the spread of the pathogen, especially by super-
spreaders. Second, a spatial gradient of pathogen concentration is established inside the domain, which strongly refutes the well-mixed the-
ory. Furthermore, higher ventilation rates and proximity of the infected person to the inlet and exhaust vents play an important role in
determining the spread of the pathogen. In the case of classrooms, a ventilation rate equivalent to 9 air changes or more is recommended.
The simulations show that the “one-meter distance rule” between the occupants can significantly reduce the risk of spreading infection by a
high-emitter.

Published under an exclusive license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0142869

I. INTRODUCTION

Human history is freighted with memories of several deadly out-
breaks of diseases responsible for causing untold misery and suffering
among the global population, leaving deep scars on the social and psy-
chological well-being of the individuals as well as the society. SARS-
Cov-2 brought those memories, buried in the pages of history, back
after the outbreak that started in late 2019 from the Wuhan province
of China.1 The spread of the disease and devastation unleashed by it
seemed uncontrollable and have caused 645 � 106 infections and 6.6
�106 deaths2 across the world as of November 2022. SARS-Cov-2 is
transmitted to a susceptible person by respiratory droplets emitted by
an infected person. A susceptible person can get infected by large
droplet transmission to conjunctiva or mucus membrane, by self-
inoculation through fomites or by inhalation of aerosols or microdrop-
lets.3–6 The droplets are emitted by various expiratory events, such as
sneezing, coughing, breathing, talking, and singing. Other several
highly pathogenic and infectious diseases, like H5N1, H1N1, and

tuberculosis, are also transmitted via the respiratory route. The World
Health Organization (WHO) has formulated that particles having
diameter less than 5lm are called droplet nuclei while particles having
diameter greater than 5lm are called droplets.7 The guidelines issued
by various governments, such as social distancing, six-foot rule, use of
masks and sanitizers, and isolation of the infected person, assumed pre-
dominance of droplet transmission as the primary mode of SARS-Cov-
2 infection. However, the rapid spread of SARS-Cov-2, especially in
indoor spaces, has brought aerosol transmission of the virus in focus.

Several researchers starting from Wells8 and Duguid9 have stud-
ied size distribution, duration of carriage, mechanism of formation,
and spread of droplets in an environment. Droplets are formed in dif-
ferent areas of the respiratory tract with their size and viral load
depending upon the site of origin.10 Papineni and Rosenthal11 showed
that 80%–90% of particles exhaled from human expiratory activities
are smaller than 1lm in diameter. Morawska et al.12 showed that the
different physiological processes have specific size distribution modes
associated with them. They reported that a large number of particles
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were produced in modes having diameters below 0.8lm at an average
concentration of 0.75 cm�3. This result has an important implication
for the present study as it demonstrates that many particles are emitted
in the form of aerosols. The size of these particles is small enough to
model them as a passive scalar as they do not affect the flow field and
large enough for the particles to be unaffected by Brownian motion.
Furthermore, the short-timescale of evaporation justifies modeling the
spread of the pathogen bearing droplets as aerosol with larger droplets
settling under gravitational effect within 1 s.12

Ambient conditions, such as high temperature and low relative
humidity, have an important bearing on the size and aerosolization of
the exhaled droplets.13,14 Higher wind velocities increase the distance
traveled by the droplets before settling under gravity.15–17 Expiratory
velocity also plays a major role with large expelled droplets being car-
ried to longer distances with increased exhalation velocities.13

Out of all exhalation events, the role of coughing and sneezing in
transmission of disease in different scenarios has been analyzed in
great detail.10,15–25 The inferences from various studies are that the
six-foot rule may not be sufficient, whereas air-conditioning and
ventilation help in diluting the pathogen concentration but increase
its spread, while poorly designed heating, ventilation, and air-
conditioning (HVAC) systems may worsen the situation.

However, the rapid spread of SARS-Cov-2 has established aerosol
transport as a major cause for its spread. Doremalen et al.26 reported
that SARS-Cov-2 remained viable as aerosol during three-hour dura-
tion of the experiment with half-life of 1.1–1.2h in air, implying the
possibility of aerosol transmission resulting in its transmission to a
larger area and distances infecting many persons. This silent transmis-
sion of SARS-CoV2 especially by asymptomatic subjects has been the
key mechanism for spread of the virus. An experimental study in a
Swedish hospital detected active SARS-Cov-2 virus from air in
COVID-19 patients’ rooms and adjoining ante-rooms, establishing
transmission through aerosols.27 A numerical evaluation of SARS-
Cov-2 spread in a single-family house with patient under home quar-
antine with standard ventilation showed that aerosol transmission
remains a prominent risk.28 Some other researchers have also studied
the aerosol transport and inhalation of these respiratory aerosols.29–31

Yan et al.32 posited that the detection of culturable virus in fine
aerosols in the absence of cough implies the presence of other mecha-
nisms like breathing and talking for aerosol generation. Many
researchers have concluded that normal breathing by an asymptom-
atic person can produce higher aerosol numbers during the day than
coughing as it involves higher flow rates.11,14,33–35 Zhang et al.36

reported that the wearing of face masks has been an effective strategy
compared to social distancing in controlling the spread of the disease,
implying that airborne transmission through smaller particles repre-
sents the dominant route in spread of SARS-Cov-2. The smaller par-
ticles can persist in the environment for a longer duration, penetrating
into the lower tract of the lungs causing respiratory infection of lower
lungs, which is more dangerous.10,37–39 Furthermore, smaller droplets
(�2lm) are two or more orders of magnitude more infectious than
larger droplets (> 10lm).39 Asadi et al.37 reported that a small frac-
tion of individuals known as superemitters consistently emit an order
of magnitude more particles than the average emitter and are dispro-
portionately responsible for the spread of infection. These observations
are particularly important in view of the closed environment with
multiple occupancy such as offices, classrooms, and auditoriums.

From the preceding paragraphs, it is evident that dispersion of
aerosols emitted during breathing plays a prominent role in the spread
of any airborne disease. However, an analysis on the role of breathing
in the spread of the pathogen in enclosed spaces is severely lacking.
Also, many studies have been limited in scope as the number of occu-
pants considered was either one or two or a very small group of less
than 10 persons. In such a scenario, the analysis is compromised
when decisions are to be made for a room with a considerably
large number of occupants. Furthermore, some analyses have
assumed a well-mixed scenario in indoor spaces, e.g., Bazant and
Bush6 and Buonanno et al.40 The well-mixed model assumes a con-
stant concentration of the pathogen inside the enclosed space and an
equal risk of infection irrespective of the distance from the source. On
the contrary, the risk of infection must have an inverse dependence on
the distance from the source. In such a scenario, to prescribe safety
guidelines and suggest measures to mitigate the effect of the pathogen
using the well-mixed approach become questionable. Therefore, we
have performed computational modeling of SARS-Cov-2 aerosol dis-
persion in two typical classrooms to establish the role of breathing in
the spread of the virus in indoor spaces. Using the layout for standard
classrooms with occupancy and ventilation provisions, the spread of
the aerosol generated due to breathing and the risk posed by an
infected (symptomatic or asymptomatic) person to other occupants
have been quantified. While the analysis presented was initiated in the
backdrop of the spread of SARS-Cov-2 pandemic, the results pre-
sented are also applicable to the dispersion of similar airborne
pathogens.

II. MATERIAL AND METHODS

To model the effect of breathing by an infected person in a large
domain having large number of occupants, such as in classroom set-
ting, a steady-state solver is used to obtain the air flow field.
Furthermore, the length scale of the pathogen is sufficiently small due
to which it can be assumed that its effect on the flow field is negligible.
The air flow inside an air-conditioned space is turbulent. Hanzawa
et al.41 reported that the turbulence intensity varied from 10% to 60%
at the head level and 10%–70% at the ankle level. Xia et al.42 prescribed
a range of 25%–40% for turbulent intensity inside the indoor environ-
ment. The three-dimensional fluid flow is simulated using the widely
followed two-equation turbulence models (k–e, RNG k–e, and k–x).
For brevity, only the standard equations for the k–e model are given in
Appendix A.

The average volume of air inhaled or exhaled by an adult is
0.5 m3=h:43 Breathing leads to generation of many small droplets, and
time taken for their evaporation is less than 0.8 s.12 Therefore, droplets
generated during breathing can be modeled as aerosols (the concentra-
tion of which is represented using a passive scalar /) in a flow field
with a source-term imitating the human breathing cycle. The evolu-
tion of transport of the passive scalar inside the domain can be
observed for a duration of interest to assess the spread of the pathogen.
A conserved passive scalar field can be decomposed into its mean and
a fluctuating component,44

/ x; tð Þ ¼ / x; tð Þ
� �

þ /0 x; tð Þ; (1)

where / x; tð Þ, / x; tð Þ
� �

; and /0 x; tð Þ are the concentration, mean,
and the fluctuating component of the passive scalar, respectively.
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The conservation equation for the A x; tð Þ can be written as

@/
@t
þr � ~U/

� �
¼ Cr2/; (2)

where ~U is the fluid velocity field and C is the diffusivity of the passive
scalar.

The velocity in a turbulent field can be decomposed into its mean
and fluctuating component using Reynolds decomposition,

~U x; tð Þ ¼ ~U x; tð Þ
D E

þ~u x; tð Þ; (3)

where ~U x; tð Þ¼Velocity field, ~U x; tð Þ
D E

¼ ensemble� averaged
velocity field; and~u x; tð Þ ¼ fluctuation part:

Taking time average of Eq. (2), we have

@ /h i
@t
þ ~Uh i � r /h i ¼ r � Cr /h i � ~u/0

� �� �
:

In this equation, the scalar fluxes ~u/0
� �

play a role analogous to the
Reynold stresses. The equation can be represented as

@ /h i
@t
þ ~Uh i � r /h i ¼ r � Ceffr /h ið Þ; (4)

where Ceff is sum of molecular and turbulent diffusivities.
The time average of a source term can be added to the above

equation to model the passive scalar for aerosols generated. To solve
the discretized equation, the estimation of breathing rate, volume
expired in a breath, concentration, or quanta of the pathogen in the
suspended aerosols and order of effective or eddy diffusivity in the tur-
bulent flow are required.

It has been posited that SARS-Cov-2 is an order of magnitude
more infectious than SARS CoV-1.6 However, there are no definite
studies available for the level of infectious dose of SARS-Cov-2. Based
on modeling, animal studies and experience of SARS-Cov-2 and other
similar diseases, the current estimates of number of virions needed to
cause an infection in the case of SARS-Cov-2 have been reported to be
in the range of 10–1000.40,43,45–47 Generally, an infectious dose is rep-
resented in terms of quanta or HID50. A quanta is defined as the dose
of airborne droplet nuclei required to cause infection in 63% of the
susceptible population,40 while HID50 is defined as the minimum

infectious dose required to cause infection in 50% of the population.39

As the quanta is more prevalent in use, it has been chosen to define
the infectious dose in this study.

As per experiments carried out by Ma et al.,48 SARS-Cov-2 levels
in the exhaled breath could reach 105 � 107 RNA copies/m3. The
breath emission rate is highest during the early stages of the infection,
thus highlighting the role of asymptomatic patients in spread of the
virus. Malik et al.49 conducted several experiments showing that
the viral load in pharyngeal mucus and exhaled breath have no corre-
lation. The mean viral load from the swab taken from mucus
was 7:97� 106 RNA copies, whereas from exhaled breath, it was
2:47� 103 7:19� 101 � 2:94� 104ð Þ RNA copies for twenty instan-
ces of exhaling. Buonanno et al.40 mentioned a viral load of 108 � 1011

RNA copies/ml in the sputum based on various estimates.6,43,45,46,50–52

The value of index for infectious dose in the present study is taken as
ci¼ 0.02, which is similar to that taken by Buonanno et al.40 Based on
these studies, the SARS-Cov-2 RNA copies emitted per hour and
quanta emission rate where ci¼ 0.02 for a breathing rate of 0.5m3/h
are given in Table I.

As the viral load in pharyngeal mucus and exhaled breath has no
correlation,49 a quanta emission rate of 6.4–6.4� 103 is considered in
the present study corresponding to a range from 102 to 105 RNA cop-
ies/hour of exhaled breath. The quanta emission rates considered in
this study are categorized in Table II. Both high and superemitters can
be categorized as superspreaders.

As the pathogen is being modeled as a passive scalar in a
turbulent flow, eddy or turbulent diffusivity, C, is calculated using
Eq. (1),53

C ¼ 0:824Q

VN2ð Þ1=3
; (5)

where Q is the ventilation rate (or air changes per hour), V is the vol-
ume of the room, and N is the number of supply air inlets. The open-
source package OpenFOAM is used to perform fluid flow and aerosol
transport calculations. The package has an extensive library of compu-
tational fluid dynamics (CFD) solvers based on various models for sev-
eral flow situations. To decide the turbulence model to be used and to
validate the solver, the flow in a three-dimensional lid-driven cavity is
simulated and compared with published experimental results. The
problem of fluid flow due to an induced shearing of the top surface

TABLE I. Estimation of quanta emission rate for value of infectious dose of ci ¼ 0:02.

Number Reference RNA copies/hour in exhaled breath Quanta emission rate

1 Ma et al.48 5� 104–5� 106 1000–100 000
2 Malik et al.49 3.2� 103–1.32� 106 64–26 400
3a Buonanno et al.40 1.2� 102–1.2� 105 (Corresponding to 108–1011 RNA copies in sputum) 2.3–2332

aCalculated as per the procedure mentioned in Ref. 40.

TABLE II. Emission rates (in quanta per hour) for different levels of emitters considered in this study.

Low emitter Medium emitter High emitter Superemitter

Emission rates (in quanta/h) 6.4 64 640 �6400
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has been used to benchmark the solver as complex fluid phenomena
are observed in it despite its simple geometry.

The flow in a three-dimensional lid-driven cavity case is simu-
lated for Re ¼ UwH=t ¼ 10 000 (where Uw is the wall velocity, H is
the side-length of the cubic cavity, and t is the kinematic viscosity of
the fluid) using different turbulence models in OpenFOAM. The
results are compared with the experimental results obtained by Prasad
and Koseff54 for flow of water in a belt driven cavity of square cross
section. A non-uniform 128� 128� 128 mesh was employed. The
second-order upwind scheme was used for discretization of the
Navier-Stokes equation. The result obtained is compared graphically
with published data in Fig. 1.

The results obtained by Shankar and Deshpande using direct
numerical simulation (DNS)55 have also been plotted for comparison.
Except slight deviation near the walls, the flow phenomena are cap-
tured well by k–� and RNG k–�models and their performance is better
than that of the k–x model. Shanker and Deshpande55 have also noted
that the results obtained by DNS compared quite well for the stream-
wise components over the whole range; the downward components
have mismatch of peaks of almost 25% near the downstream sidewall.
Similar deviation with experimental results has also been noted in sev-
eral other studies56–60 using different techniques, such as DNS and
LES. The results obtained by using k–� and RNG k–� models are
almost similar, but the time taken for convergence is less in the case of
k–�. The results were also verified using two other commercial pack-
ages (namely COMSOL Multiphysics and ANSYS Fluent) and were

found to be in good agreement with OpenFOAM. Hence, the k–�
model was selected to obtain the air flow field in all scenarios pre-
sented from here onward.

III. RESULTS

The design case of a typical lecture classroom at IIT Delhi, which
has an occupancy of 60 attendees, is considered first. The domain for the
problem is sufficiently large and has a reasonably high occupancy to eval-
uate the effect of breathing by an asymptomatic occupant. The three-
dimensional schematic of the lecture hall recreated using the open-source
package Blender is shown in Fig. 2. Human mannequins, 60 in number,
in a seated position with standard furniture, i.e., tables and chairs, are
placed in this domain. The dimensions of the lecture hall are 9� 7.5� 3.2
m3. The supply of air to the room is through the air diffusers placed on
the ceiling. A total of 8 supply air diffusers with square cross section of
size 150mm have been provided. Four return air outlets of rectangular
cross section and size 300� 150mm2 at a height of 25cm from the floor
level in side walls have also been included. The inlet air velocity is 2m/s
for a ventilation rate equivalent to 6 air changes per hour (ACH). The tur-
bulence intensity has been assumed to be 22.4% and Reynolds number,
Re¼ 19200 (where Re ¼ UH=t, U is the mean fluid velocity through
inlet diffuser, H is the hydraulic depth of the inlet diffuser, and t is the
kinematic velocity of the fluid). Boundary conditions for velocity are taken
as zero gradient at outlets, no slip at stationary surfaces, and prescribed
value at inlet. Boundary conditions for pressure are taken as zero gradient
at inlet and at surfaces and prescribed value at outlets.

The drawings are exported to OpenFOAM and meshed as shown
in Fig. 3. The hexahedral cells are used for meshing. The domain was
discretized using three different resolutions for reaching grid indepen-
dent solutions, namely, 15:02� 106; 22:72� 106; and 33:1� 106

cells. It is found that the maximum relative L2 norm for velocity compo-
nents, when measured relative to the finest resolution, decreases from
2% to less than 0.1% when the number of cells is increased from
15:02� 106 to 22:72� 106. Hence, the latter resolution is chosen for
conducting all the simulations as sufficient accuracy is considered to
have been achieved. Due to the large number of cells, the domain is sub-
divided into sub-zones and run on twelve processors in parallel to limit
the time taken for each simulation.

A. Passive scalar transport of pathogen

After obtaining the steady-state solution of the flow field, the
transport of pathogen as a passive scalar in the classroom is simulated.
Following are the assumptions made for these simulations:

FIG. 1. A comparison of the (a) Y-component of normalized mean velocity with cen-
terline along the X direction and (b) X-component of normalized mean velocity with
centerline along the Y direction against published data.

FIG. 2. A recreated schematic of the three-dimensional representation of a typical
lecture room of 60 occupants at IIT Delhi.
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(a) Turbulent diffusion coefficient, C, is assumed to be constant
and isotropic throughout the spatial and temporal domain.

(b) All the occupants are assumed to have similar physical
dimensions and seated equidistant from each other. The seat-
ing arrangement is shown in Fig. 2.

(c) All the occupants have the same breathing volumetric flow of
0.5 m3/h and a breathing rate of 15 breaths per minute.61,62

(d) A square wave of time period 4 s is assumed to imitate the
breathing pattern with equal duration of exhalation and inha-
lation (i.e., 2 s each). During exhalation, it is assumed that the
pathogen is emitted at a uniform rate.

(e) The pathogen is not re-inhaled by the infected person during
the inhalation phase to model the worst-case scenario where
all the pathogens exhaled by the infected person into the
domain are available for spreading the infection.

(f) The movement of the occupants is not considered.
(g) All the fresh air is supplied from the supply diffusers, and no

infiltration of the air is present from any other source.
(h) All the air escapes from the exhaust vents or the door

provided.
(i) There is no pathogen infiltration from the fresh air supplied

to the room.
(j) Angle of breath exhalation is taken as given by Gupta et al.63

(k) It is assumed that the room is at a constant temperature.

Other input parameters for performing simulations for this room
are given in Table III. Using these parameters, the turbulent diffusivity
coefficient calculated using Eq. (5) is 0:012 36 m2=s.

We consider that the location of the asymptomatically infected
person is shown in Fig. 4. The duration of occupancy has been consid-
ered to be one hour. It is intuitively felt that after some time, the

concentration of the passive scalar in the domain will spatially stabi-
lize. To test the premise, the variation in a rate of concentration
changes with time at various points in a plane at the nose level of the
occupants i.e., 1.15m from ground level, has been calculated and is
depicted in Fig. 5.

It can be seen from Fig. 5 that the slope of concentration change
of pathogen reduces by an order of magnitude with time from 300 to
1800 s, implying that the concentration of the pathogens stabilizes spa-
tially after some time i.e., the distance from the source where there
would be higher chances of infection can be clearly demarcated.

B. Effect of changing ventilation rate or air changes
per hour (ACH)

The ventilation rate is an indicator of the rate at which fresh air is
brought into an indoor space. Typically, it is represented by air

FIG. 3. Mesh of a classroom with 60 occupants. (a) Front view (XY plane). (b) Side
view (YZ plane).

TABLE III. Input parameters for the simulation of pathogen transport in a room with
60 occupants.

Parameter Description
Value based on
measurements

Q Rate of supply of air in the room 0:36m3=s
V Volume of the room 216m3

N Number of supply air diffusers 8

FIG. 4. Location of infected person shown in red rectangular box.
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changes per hour (ACH). In this work, the ventilation rate is varied by
changing the air supply rate from the supply air diffusers. The various
parameters for different ventilation rates are given in Table IV. The
contours of velocity magnitude obtained for an ACH of 6 for the class-
room of 60 occupants are shown in Fig. 6. This figure shows the flow
contours at the YZ plane at X¼ 1.875 m and XY plane at Z¼ 2.25 m,
where the coordinates are measured with respect to the geometric cen-
ter of the domain. Air velocities at different heights are found to be
less than 0.5m/s except for the locations near to the supply and
exhaust ducts. The section in the XY plane at Z¼ 2.25 m intersects the
location of center of exhaust duct in the bottom portion of the side
walls, whereas the section in YZ plane at X¼ 1.875 m intersects the
center of the supply air ducts.

The effect of ACH on residence time of the pathogen inside the
classroom was studied by simulating a single pulse of breath by an

infected person positioned as shown in Fig. 4. The change in total
quantity of the passive scalar with time inside the classroom for all the
cases was calculated.

It can be inferred from Fig. 7 that the total quantity of passive
scalar inside the classroom decays exponentially and reduces by
approximately 63% in a time equivalent to one change of air in the
classroom. Thus, the time constant, s, for decay of total quantity of
pathogen inside the classroom is inversely proportional to the ACH,
i.e., s a 1

ACH or Qp ¼ Ae
�Bt
ACH; where Qp is the quantity of passive scalar

inside the classroom after time t, and A and B are constants.
As the air change for a naturally ventilated space is 0.5/h,40 an

important conclusion for naturally ventilated spaces where doors are
kept open is that it takes approximately two hours for the pathogen
concentration to reduce by 63% even after the infected person has left
the space. Also, increasing the ventilation rate inside the enclosed space

FIG. 5. Variation of an average rate of concentration change with time.

TABLE IV. Inlet air velocity and ventilation rate for a room with occupancy of 60 people.

Case Description Inlet air velocity (m/s) Re C (m2/s) Ventilation rate (ACH)

1 Case I 2 19 200 0.0124 6
2 Case II 2.5 24 000 0.0155 7.5
3 Case III 3 28 800 0.0185 9

FIG. 6. Velocity magnitude contours for the classroom with 60 occupants and having a ventilation rate of 6 ACH. The velocity magnitude is shown at two sections correspond-
ing to (a) YZ plane at X¼ 1.875 m and (b) XY plane at Z¼ 2.25 m.

FIG. 7. Variation of passive scalar injected for a duration of 2 s:
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reduces the residence time of the pathogen. However, increasing ventila-
tion rate has diminishing returns with respect to the residence time.

The results of the simulation for different ventilation rates are
listed in Table V. The probability of infection is calculated by total
quanta, q, which is inhaled by a person in an hour at a particular loca-
tion. The probability of infection is calculated using P ¼ 1� e�q;
where P is the probability of infection and q is the quanta of pathogen
inhaled. It can be observed from these data and that is shown in Fig.
8 that there is very low risk for the spread of the pathogen from a low
and medium emitter. For high emitters, there is almost 50% expecta-
tion of the pathogen within a radial zone of 1m. The contour of prob-
ability of infection with distance is shown in Fig. 9 for a high emitter.
In the case of superemitters, it can be said that no one is safe from the
pathogen. Even at a distance of 6m, there is a high risk of infection
(Table V).

Thus, it is firmly established from the results that aerosol dis-
persion by breathing is a major risk in spread of the virus. The
same assertion is found in study by Picard et al.28 for a person
under home quarantine and the experimental investigation carried
by Sousa et al.27 In the case of high emitters, a distance of one
meter between the occupants reduces the risk to almost 50% and,
hence, can be adopted as a strategy to devise seating plans in the
case of an apprehension of the spread of a pathogen. Arumuru
et al.64 while doing the experimental study to analyze breathing
have shown that reach of the breath is up to 4 ft or 1.2m, which is
in consonance with the one-meter distance suggested in this study
as safe distance in the case of an asymptomatic person, who is nei-
ther coughing nor sneezing.

Another way of analyzing these data is to find out the number of
susceptible persons for the present seating arrangement in the

classroom. This may, however, vary with the type of seating arrange-
ment but can provide an understanding of the effectiveness of the ven-
tilation rate.

It is evident from Fig. 9 that the passive scalar or pathogen spread
is highly stratified even after reaching a steady state inside the room
contrary to the assumption in the well-mixed model. The distance
from the infected person is highly crucial in reducing the chances of
infection. Therefore, it is important to have a seating arrangement
maintaining a distance of at least one meter between the occupants to
reduce chances of infection. The well-mixed model may provide an
estimate of the number of susceptible persons inside an enclosed space
but may not give the minimum distance required to reduce the chan-
ces of spread of infection and cannot bring out the stratification of
pathogen spread inside the indoor space, which has been clearly
brought in the present model.

Furthermore, superspreaders have been blamed for the large scale
spread of SARS-Cov-2. These results clearly highlight the role of
superspreaders (classified as high and superemitters in the present
study) in the spread of SARS-Cov-2. Not only the reach or distance to
which the pathogen spreads but also the number of occupants
susceptible to infection is disproportionately high in the case of
superspreaders.

The role of high ventilation rate in reducing the spread of the
pathogen is crucial. It is observed that increase in ventilation rate not
only decreases the residence time of virus and radial zone of high
infectiousness, it also reduces the number of susceptible people in the
enclosed space. This aspect is crucial in the case of breakdown of
another pandemic. In such a scenario, the easiest method to mitigate
the spread of virus is to increase the ventilation rate inside the enclosed
space. The finding is supported by Noakes et al.65 They claimed that

FIG. 8. Probability magnitude for different type of emitters on XZ plane at Y¼ 1.15 m (nose level) for ventilation rate of ACH¼ 6. Dimensions are in meter. (a) Low emitter. (b)
Medium emitter. (c) High emitter. (d) Superemitter.
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high ventilation rates may remove the potential of epidemic altogether.
However, this may not be true as increasing the ventilation rate does
not drastically reduce the infection probability. As is evident from
Table VI, in the case of high emitters, with the increase in the ventila-
tion rate from 6 ACH to 9 ACH (an increase in 50%), for 63% or
higher probability of infection, the maximum range of infection or
minimum safe distance from the infected person reduces from 0.8 to
0.52m i.e., a reduction of 35%. Similarly, from Table VI, the number
of susceptible persons for present seating arrangement decreases from
13 to 10, i.e., a reduction of 23%. As the ventilation rate cannot be
increased beyond a certain limit owing to HVAC system capacity and
human comfort requirements, it is not possible to remove the potential

of the epidemic altogether. Still every life saved is worth the effort.
ASHRAE in guidance for re-opening of schools emphasized on pro-
viding a good supply of air to mitigate the risk of infection.66

According to the ASHRAE standard 62.1–2010,66 ventilation rates
equivalent to at least 9 air changes or more per hour can be provided
in the lecture halls. The recommendation must be used in the case of a
pandemic having propensity to spread by aerosol dispersion.

C. Effect of position of asymptomatic person

To gauge the effect of position of the infected person on the
spread of infection, three cases with different positions of the infected

FIG. 9. Contour of probability of infection
by high emitter for varying ventilation rates
on XZ plane at Y¼ 1.15 m (nose level).
Red rectangle indicates the position of the
exhaust duct on the side walls. (a) Case I:
ACH¼ 6. (b) Case II: ACH¼ 7.5. (c)
Case III: ACH¼ 9.
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person were simulated for the ventilation rate equivalent to 6
ACH. The position of the infected person in each case is shown in
Fig. 10.

It can be observed from Fig. 11 and Table VII that the position of
the infected person affects the maximum distance of spread of infec-
tion. In case V, the maximum distance for high probability of infection
is considerably higher than the other locations. This is due to the fact
that in this position, the distance of the infected person from the
exhaust duct is large as compared to other locations and air in this
location pushes the pathogen toward the rear wall leading to an
increase in the concentration of the pathogen over a larger area. In
case IV, the spread of the pathogen reduces as it is nearest to the
exhaust duct compared to other locations. However, in all the three
cases, a distance of one meter is enough to protect the occupants from
the pathogen.

D. Effect of position of exhaust ducts

To evaluate the effect of position of the exhaust duct, another
case was simulated with exhaust ducts of similar area but provided on
the ceiling for ventilation rate equivalent to 6 air changes per hour. In
case I shown previously, Fig. 4, exhaust vents were considered on the
side walls. In this new configuration, the position of the ceiling exhaust
ducts is 30 cm away from the side walls (case VI) as shown in Fig. 12.

It was speculated that providing ceiling exhaust may help in lift-
ing the pathogen out of the breathing zone toward the ceiling.
However, results in Fig. 13 and Table VIII indicate that it does not
serve this purpose. Rather, in this configuration, the reach of the path-
ogen in the room increases further when considering the case of a
superemitter. This can be explained by the fact that the inertia of the

supply air from the ceiling enables the pathogen to be swept down-
ward toward the floor. After a short time interval, these pathogens are
again lifted up toward the ducts provided in the ceiling, thereby
increasing their dispersion and exposure to occupants.

TABLE V. Probability of infection vs the maximum distance from the source of infection at the plane of nose level for different ventilation rates.

Emitter level! Low emitter Medium emitter High emitter Superemitter

Air changes per hour

Probability of infection #
6 7.5 9 6 7.5 9 6 7.5 9 6 7.5 9

Maximum distance (m)

� 63% Negligible risk of infection � � � � � � � � � 0.8 0.6 0.52 6.53 5.79 5.35
� 50% 0.04 0.03 � � � 1.19 0.95 0.75 7.63 6.89 6.43
� 25% 0.22 0.12 0.1 2.96 2.58 2.24 Whole classroom
� 10% 0.77 0.59 0.48 6.15 5.63 5.14

TABLE VI. Number of susceptible persons in the classroom for assumed seating
arrangement for different ventilation rates.

Category

Susceptible persons

(ACH 6.0) (ACH 7.5) (ACH 9)

Low emitter 0 0 0
Medium emitter 2 1 1
High emitter 13 12 10
Superemitter 50 48 45

FIG. 10. Different positions of the infected person simulated for ACH¼ 6.
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IV. DISPERSION ANALYSIS OF A LARGER ROOM

An analysis of the spread of the pathogen is carried out for a
larger lecture room at IIT Delhi. This room, whose layout is shown in
Fig. 14, has a seating capacity of 168. The velocity of the air from the
inlet supply ducts was measured using a hot wire anemometer, and
the ventilation rate was calculated, which was equivalent to 9 air
changes per hour. There are ten supply ducts in the ceiling and ten
exhaust ducts in the ceiling along the side walls. The other input varia-
bles for performing the fluid flow and dispersion calculations are listed
in Table IX. The number of cells in the domain were 51.12 � 106, and
the mesh is shown in Fig. 15.

The computational modeling of the dispersion of the pathogen
was conducted for two locations of the infected person (source) as
shown in Fig. 16. It must be noted that the flow field remains the same
in both these cases, and only the passive scalar transport of the patho-
gen is simulated separately. The simulation is performed for one hour,
which is typically the duration of a lecture.

Table X provides the probability of infection as a function of dis-
tance for the two different locations assumed by an infected person. It
can be observed from Table X that irrespective of the position of the
infected emitter, the risk of infection in the case of low and medium
emitters is very low. However, for a high emitter, one meter between

FIG. 11. Contours of probability of infec-
tion for three different positions of the
infected person with the same ventilation
rate in the case of a high emitter. (a) Case
I. (b) Case IV. (c) Case V.
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the occupants can substantially reduce the risk of infection. Tables X
and XI show that a superemitter can infect about 50% of the occu-
pants seated up to 10m distance. In case A, the emitter is placed
directly in front of the supply air duct, whereas in case B this person
is placed in the back row far away from the supply air duct. From
Fig. 17 and Table X, it can be observed that for a high emitter, the
distance at which a high probability of infection is attained (i.e.,
�50%) is significantly increased in case B. However, the dispersion
of the pathogen is higher in case A when compared with case B as
can be observed by an increase in the distance for a low probability
of infection (10% or higher). This is because the pathogen is being
carried away to larger distances rapidly for the student in case A as
compared to case B. In the case of a superemitter, the presence of

the infected occupant directly in front of the inlet supply duct
results in increased spread of the pathogen and a high probability
of spread of the infection.

In the case of this lecture room, which has larger area and
greater number of occupants as compared to the earlier case of a
room with 60 occupants, the inferences are similar. That is, the risk
posed by low and medium emitters is insignificant, a separation of
one meter will reduce the risk of infection by almost 50% for high
emitters and no strategy except masking is effective in the case of a
superemitter.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This study primarily focused on dispersion of SARS-Cov-2 and
similar airborne diseases in an enclosed space with many occupants.
The simulations were performed for two standard classrooms at IIT
Delhi. The k� �model was used for obtaining the fluid flow field, and
the transport equation of the pathogen was solved assuming pathogen
to be a passive scalar. Various scenarios were simulated. The results of
these simulations firmly established the role of breathing in the spread
of SARS-Cov-2 virus. An asymptomatic patient who is a low emitter
does not pose much risk. However, no strategy can mitigate the risk
posed by a superemitter except for masking.

The study also underlines the importance of proper ventilation.
It was shown that the residence time of the aerosol reduces consider-
ably with an increase in the ventilation rate. For the seating plan con-
sidered in this study, the number of susceptible persons reduces on
increasing the ventilation rate. The same may be true for any other
type of seating plan if proper distance is maintained between the occu-
pants. Conversely, in naturally ventilated spaces, such as schools or
universities where ventilation rate is low, the pathogen can remain pre-
sent for hours even after the room has been vacated by the infected
person due to an increase in the residence time of the pathogen. Thus,
it is recommended to make provisions for increasing the ventilation
rate to reduce the risks associated with spreading of the infection. The
highest possible ventilation rate, keeping in mind comfort and HVAC
system capacity, must be used in a pandemic. In the case of class-
rooms, a ventilation rate equivalent to 9 air changes or more is recom-
mended. Furthermore, these findings bring out the importance of
keeping ventilation systems working for extended durations after clos-
ing hours to minimize the concentration of pathogen and contami-
nants in the building space.

The placement of exhaust duct also plays a crucial role in mitigat-
ing the spread of the pathogen inside the classroom. It was shown that
when the supply air inlet is placed at the ceiling, it is beneficial to have

TABLE VII. Probability vs maximum distance of infection for different seating arrangements for a ventilation rate of 6 ACH. WC stands for “whole classroom.”

Emitter level! Low emitter Medium emitter High emitter Superemitter

I IV V I IV V I IV V I IV V
Probability of infection # Maximum distance (m)

�63% Negligible risk of infection � � � 0.07 0.04 0.8 0.66 1.08 6.53 4.53 5.73
�50% 0.04 0.10 0.07 1.19 0.80 2.09 7.63 5.90 6.53
�25% 0.22 0.21 0.17 2.96 1.90 3.82 WC 7.64 WC
�10% � � � 0.07 0.06 0.77 0.74 0.98 6.15 4.29 5.61 WC WC WC

FIG. 12. Position of the ceiling exhaust ducts for case VI.
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exhaust ducts nearer to the floor on the side walls rather than on the
ceiling, a strategy in contravention of the better air conditioning
design. This is because the supply air from the ceiling sweeps away the
pathogens downward, which are then easily removed by the exhaust
ducts provided in the bottom of the side walls keeping in with the gen-
eral flow of the air. Any other placement of the exhaust duct that does

not obey this quasi-steady flow pattern of the air may increase the
reach of the pathogen and prove detrimental to the health of the
occupants.

Finally, the well-mixed approach assumes that the pathogen is
spread evenly in the enclosed space and each person present has equal
probability of getting infected. However, this work demonstrated that
the spread of the pathogen inside the classroom is highly stratified.
Based on the quanta of the pathogen as a function of distance from

TABLE VIII. Comparison of probability of infection with maximum distance for different positions of exhaust ducts. WC stands for “whole classroom.”

Emitter level! Low emitter Medium emitter High emitter Superemitter

I VI I VI I VI I VI
probability of infection # Maximum radial distance (m)

� 63% Negligible risk of infection � � � � � � 0.80 0.80 6.53 7.16
� 50% 0.04 0.06 1.19 1.32 7.63 WC
� 25% 0.22 0.19 2.96 3.72 WC WC
� 10% 0.77 0.81 6.15 6.86 WC WC

FIG. 14. Front view of the classroom with 168 occupants. The origin of the coordi-
nate system is placed at the center of the domain.

TABLE IX. Parameters for simulating dispersion of pathogen in a room of capacity
of 168 occupants.

Parameter Value

Inlet air velocity (U) 1.8 m/s
Reynolds number (Re) 19 200
Volume of the room (V) 546.66 m3

Area of flow inlet diffuser (A) 0:6� 0:1275 m2

Total air supply rate (Q) 1.377 m3/s
Turbulent diffusion coefficient (C) 0.0299m2/s

FIG. 13. Probability of spread of infection
with different position of exhaust ducts
with similar ventilation rate in the case of
a high emitter. (a) Case I. (b) Case VI.
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the emitter, it was estimated that it is crucial to maintain a distance of
one meter between the occupants to reduce the chances of infection.
This strategy, however, will not be beneficial in the case of a superemit-
ter. In that case, everyone inside the room is highly susceptible to
infection. Apart from keeping droplet transmission of the disease into
mind, the aerosol transmission of the disease in enclosed spaces (par-
ticularly while dealing with the highly infectious diseases like SARS
Cov-2) must also be considered while devising the policy framework
for prevention of airborne diseases.

The results presented in this study were for dispersion of a gen-
eral pathogen and not just limited to SARS-Cov-2. Hence, our findings
will also be applicable for situations where the effective diffusivity C is
similar. Furthermore, our results obtained by modeling dispersion in
two different size rooms provide a common finding that the “one-
meter-distance” rule is a good guideline for reducing the probability of
getting infected and this will be applicable to other indoor scenarios as
well. However, it is worthwhile to mention that this work has been a
first effort in modeling the aerosol dispersion of the pathogen exhaled
by breathing in a large, indoor space with large number of occupants.
The simulations were highly complex owing to the large computa-
tional domain size and wide variety of complex geometric features,
which needed to be resolved while modeling humans and inlet diffus-
ers in the space considered in this work. For computational conve-
nience, the variation of temperature in the domain has been neglected.
However, any future work may include the effect of temperature
change inside the domain. Furthermore, an experimental study to cor-
relate the findings of the study could be carried out by placing a
source, which imitates the aerosol emission by human breathing and
placing human mannequins, furniture, and probes.

FIG. 15. Mesh of the 168 seater room shown in two different orthogonal planes.
(a) Z¼ 0.4m. (b) X¼ 1.4 m.

FIG. 16. Locations of the infected person considered for modeling of pathogen dis-
persion in the larger classroom.

TABLE X. Comparison of the probability of infection with distance for different locations of infected person for an exposure of one hour.

Emitter level! Low emitter Medium emitter High emitter Superemitter

A B A B A B A B
probability of infection # Maximum radial distance (m)

�63% Negligible risk of infection � � � � � � � � � 0.50 7.73 5.12
�50% � � � � � � 0.04 1.22 10.43 5.58
�25% � � � 0.06 1.71 3.46 10.43 12.63
�10% � � � 0.44 7.03 5.01 12.5 13.48

TABLE XI. Comparison of number of susceptible students for different locations of
the infected person.

Category

Susceptible persons

A B

Low emitter 0 0
Medium emitter 1 1
High emitter 14 10
Superemitter 84 57
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APPENDIX: TURBULENCE MODEL

1. The k – �model

The fluctuation effect of the turbulent effect is taken into account
by the RANS equations. These equations govern the mean velocity
field. The velocity in a turbulent field can be decomposed into its mean
and fluctuating component using Reynolds decomposition44

~U x; tð Þ ¼ ~U x; tð Þ
D E

þ~u x; tð Þ; (A1)

where ~U x; tð Þ¼ velocity field, ~U x; tð Þ
D E

¼ ensemble� averaged
velocity field; and~u x; tð Þ ¼ fluctuation part:

Averaging the Navier–Stokes equation, we obtain the mean
momentum or Reynolds averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS) equations,

D Ujh i
Dt

¼ �r2 Ujh i �
@ uiujh i
@xi

� 1
q

@ ph i
@xj

; (A2)

where �¼ kinematic viscosity and q¼ density and D
Dt

is the material
or mean substantial derivative and is equivalent to

D

Dt
¼ @

@t
þ ~Uh i � r

The terms on the right side consist of the viscous stresses, the iso-
tropic stresses from the mean pressure field and the apparent stress
known as Reynolds stress, ðq uiujh iÞ, arising from the fluctuating
velocity field. These equations pose the closure problem, and hence,
the k-� model is used for closure of these equations.

The k� � model is a two-equation model. The transport equa-
tions are solved for two turbulence quantities, i.e., k and �. It is the
most widely used turbulence model and is incorporated in most
commercial CFD solvers. The model consists of the following
equations.

(a) The model transport equation for the turbulent kinetic
energy, k, is

Dk

Dt
¼ r � �T

rk
rk

� �
þ p� �; (A3)

where � is the dissipation, p is the turbulent kinetic energy
production, and rk is the turbulent Prandtl number.

(b) The model transport equation for dissipation, �, is

D�

Dt
¼ r � �T

r�
r�

� �
þ C�1p�

k
� C�2�2

k
: (A4)

FIG. 17. Probability of spread of infection with different locations of infected person in the case of a high emitter. (a) Case A. (b) Case B.
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(c) The turbulent viscosity is given as

�T ¼
Clk2

�
: (A5)

The standard values of the model constants are as follows:44

Cl ¼ 0:09;C�1 ¼ 1:44;C�2 ¼ 1:92;rk ¼ 1:0; andr� ¼ 1:3:
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